
Category: Technical: Shooting
Difficulty: Moderate

Continental Football Club, Philadelphia, United States
of America

Individual-Adult Member

Shooting and Close Range Finishing

Set Up
As shown above 2 goals 45 yards apart with a 15x15yard box in
the middle. At the starting points we need several balls
Instruction
A player at each side of the box start with a ball and pass across
the box to each other ( Ball moves at the same time) . They receive
the ball and pass into the middle of the box for the player in the
other corner can take a touch and shoot. The shooting player
collect the ball and goes to the back of the other line. Activity
repeats
Progression
Ball starts in the other corners of the box
Coaching Points
Quality of Lay off into the path of the shooting player
Power / Placement. Can we achieve both
Toe down / Ankle Locked in position / strike thtough the middle of
the ball

1 or touch touch finishing from 15/20 yards (10 mins)

Set Up
As shown above 2 goals 45 yards apart with a 15x15yard box in
the middle. At the starting points we need several balls
Instruction
A player at each side of the box start with a ball and pass across
the box to each other ( Ball moves at the same time) . They receive
the ball and pass to the other corner of the box, combine then
dribble to the end line then cut back cross into the box. The cross
is finished by the opposite line.
Progression
Ball starts in the other corners of the box
Add a defender in the box
Put the 2 teams in competition with each other
Coaching Points
Combination must be done at pace and with accuracy
Cross must be pulled back away from goalkeeper at realistic
game speed
Finishing low crosses - body shape / redirecting speed of the ball

Pull Back and Finish (10 mins)

Set Up -
8V8 for U12 - U18
6v6 nothing bigger for U12 and below
Instruction -
2 players on each team off the ends of the field restricted to 2
touch but the players on the field must play to them before scoring.
Pogression:
Players switch with the post player after they have passed the ball
in
Coaching Points -
Emphasize the theme of the day before the scrimmage starts. Try
to use natural stoppages in the game to coach. However if the
scrimmage is not getting the desired learning moments use the
stop / create mentod.

8v8 POST PLAYERS (30 mins)
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